Privileged Information

Alan Gregory is a clinical psychologist with a thriving practice in Boulder, Colorado. His life
begins to unravel when one of his female patients is found in an apparent suicide and the local
paper begins printing accusations from an unnamed source of sexual impropriety between the
woman and Dr. Gregory. He launches a psychological and personal quest for the truth that
rapidly intensifies when more of his patients die untimely deaths, and Gregory suspects not
only that the deaths are related but that another one of his patients may be somehow involved.
Lacking facts but roused by suspicion and troubled by seemingly random acts of terror around
him, Gregory starts to fear for the safety of the people he loves. The question of the
inviolability of confidential disclosures made to Gregory by his patients - privileged
information - becomes crucial as the psychologist pursues an unsettling romance with Lauren
Crowder, a lovely deputy district attorney investigating one of the deaths. Bound to silence,
Gregory follows the psychological tracks of someone he fears may be a cunning and disturbed
killer, while turning to his enigmatic but supportive partner, Diane Estevez, for counsel, and to
his tart-tongued female urologist neighbor for support. The sinister, surprising drama unfolds
against Boulders Rocky Mountain backdrop, in the arresting natural beauty of Aspen, and in
the midst of a baroque Halloween costume party in downtown Boulder. Finally, in a lonely
mountain lodge enshrouded in menace, the story comes to its breathtaking climax.
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Definition. In the law of evidence, certain subject matters are privileged, and can not be
inquired into in any way. Such privileged information is not subject to disclosure or discovery
and cannot be asked about in testimony.
Define privileged information. privileged information synonyms, privileged information
pronunciation, privileged information translation, English dictionary.
Under Sec. 3(k) of the Data Privacy Act, â€œ[p]rivileged information refers to any and all
forms of data which under the Rules of Court and other pertinent laws. Legal definition for
PRIVILEGED INFORMATION: Special, confidential information. Privileged means that
which is to be only shared between specific parties and. Definition of PRIVILEGED
INFORMATION: the term that is given to certain information that is only given to some
people and not to other. Privileged communication is an interaction between two parties in
which the law recognizes a private, protected relationship. Whatever is communicated
between these pairs of parties shall remain confidential, and the law cannot force disclosure of
these communications. In the law of evidence, a privilege is a rule of evidence that allows the
holder of the privilege to refuse to disclose information or provide evidence about a certain .
Privileged Information (). Suspenseful ambushes with moments of real terror! - Publisher's
Weekly Where does privilege between patient and therapist. Privileged Information.
Historically, Anglo-American law did not recognize a physician-patient privilege. Unlike
priests and attorneys, physicians could be. Privilege is a legal right which allows persons to
resist compulsory disclosure of documents and information. The fact that a document is
sensitive or confidential. Synonyms for privileged information at eatafk.com with free online
thesaurus , antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for privileged.
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Conversations and other conveyances of information between a client and his or her lawyer are
considered privileged in that they are protected from disclosure.
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